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Abstract - The study is to effectively improve the stability limit of the power grid, control the 
power flow and oscillation of the power transmission line. Also, it needs to solve the problems of 
fluctuating and intermittent new energy power and use the new energy system of the large power 
grid, achieving the technology of new energy and flexible transmission to completely consume 
power storage. Based on the design of the new flexible alternative current transmission systems 
(FACTS) device UPFC/BESS of the battery energy storage system (BESS) and unified power flow 
controller (UPFC), a mathematical model UPFC/BESS is established. The output of the power 
balance equations of BESS and UPFC is derived. In this study, the UPFC application functions and 
control algorithms are summarized, and the background of the combined structure UPFC/BESS and 
the new energy system of the large power grid are described. Then, as an energy storage FACTS 
representative, UPFC/BESS is proved to be a solution to the efficient fluctuations and intermittent 
problems of electricity and new energy. Based on WAMS technology, UPFC/BESS is proposed. In the 
most serious cases, the balance and flexibility of instantaneous transmission power, long-term 
tracking control strategies, as well as the peak-valley and steep-drop UPFC/BESS active new energy 
systems can analyze the large power grid dynamic balance and unbalanced reactive power. The 
research results show that UPFC/BESS can quickly adjust the net charge imbalance of the source, 
grid and power supply. The new energy power can effectively suppress power fluctuations. The 
mathematical model of UPFC/BESS frequency control, system frequency characteristics and virtual 
synchronous generator is derived. A frequency virtual synchronous generator control strategy for 
UPFC/BESS access to the new energy system of a large grid is designed. Simulation analysis and 
comparison of virtual synchronous generator control with droop, virtual inertia, and conventional 
control are performed. It is can be seen that the virtual synchronous generator control providing 
virtual inertia and damping system can effectively maintain the frequency stability of the system 
and promote the digestion and absorption of new energy power. 
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1. Introduction 
 
The requirements for the rapid growth of power grid 
transmission capacity and safe power load demand 
is getting higher and higher. However, limited by 
land resources, social factors, environmental 
protection, and other operating costs, the 
construction of new transmission corridors is 
becoming increasingly difficult [1]. Therefore, it is 
necessary to make full use of the capacity of the 
existing transmission network, the power grid to 
solve the flow control and operational stability. 
Through the power industry with advanced 
technology power quality, this problem can be 
solved. It is becoming increasingly urgent and more 
attractive [2]. With new energy generation and grid 
construction, the rapid advancement of the 
interconnection of global energy supplies is 
becoming more urgent. High-voltage transmission 

systems will be special, high-capacity, high-
efficiency, low-loss, and outwardly concentrated 
development. By analyzing opportunities and 
challenges faced by representatives of the FACTS 
technology in the future, multi-target and multi-
device collaborative control will become a new 
energy control system. The domestic research 
results and foreign advanced control methods and 
emerging technologies are analyzed and 
summarized. The large grid FACTS technology of the 
unified power flow controller is used as the trend 
[3]. The UPFC is combined with energy storage 
technology, new energy technology, power 
forecasting, WAMS technology, and MMC technology. 
It is an effective way to reduce the investment in 
rotating reserve capacity due to the grid connection 
of new energy power generation. 

UPFC, STATCOM, SSSC, and SVC come into being 
as FACTS representatives. Power flow adjustment 
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and increase of transmission line capacity have a 
good effect on improving the stability and long-term 
temporary state of the power system, low-frequency 
oscillation damping power system of short-circuit 
current. Energy storage systems can significantly 
improve stability, flexibility, and reliability of power 
system operation, and provide an important solution 
for large-scale acceptance of new energy power 
grids. In recent years, with the further research of 
energy storage technology, the power of pumped 
storage, thermal storage, compressed air, 
electrochemistry, superconducting magnetism, and 
electrical energy storage systems will suppress 
power oscillations. The large-scale new energy 
consumption is playing an increasingly important 
role. Increasingly important role [4]. The wide-area 
measurement system (WAMS) uses a phasor 
measurement unit (PMU). On the synchronized clock 
with high accuracy, the real-time data of the power 
flow calculation of the entire network is collected at 
high speed, and the stability analysis is performed. 
Relay protection setting provides technical support 
and data synchronization. 

In this study, a new FACTS device UPFC/BESS is 
designed in combination with emerging technologies 
such as FACTS, new energy electricity, stored energy, 
and WAMS. The problems of fluctuating and 
intermittent new energy power generation and the 
power supply respond to load change need to be 
solved. National Development and Reform 
Commission Energy Bureau issues the document on 
“realizing a response to clean energy, enhancing the 
ability to flexibly control transmission and 
distribution networks to meet and guide the needs of 
diverse users of loads”. It gives a control strategy for 
stable UPFC / BESS access to new energy power 
systems. 
 

2. Related Work 
2.1 Related foreign research progress 

 
Nageswara et al. (2019) research shows that the 

power system functions close to its capacity limit to 
improve operating efficiency. With the rapid 
development of the smart grid, a wide-area 
measurement system (WAMS) has been widely 
deployed in EPS to understand, predict and even 
control the stable state of the grid in real-time [5]. In 
addition to phasor measurement technology, the 
introduction of a phasor measurement unit makes it 
technically feasible, and wide-area sensing can be 
used to monitor the stability of the EPS. It also 
reported various aspects of UPFC/BESS operation in 
the power system, introduced the functions, 
components, processes, and architecture of WAMS. 
Also, it provided the data sources and standards 
required by WAMS and its applications. Khodadadi 
et al. (2019) proposed an enhanced Prony method 
for power system oscillation analysis from 
synchronized phasor data obtained from a wide area 

measurement system (WAMS). In the proposed 
method, in addition to the estimation of the modal 
information, IMF is extracted using the mathematical 
equation. Then, an index based on the energy and 
phase relationship of the IMF is proposed, which 
enables the system operator to identify the most 
efficient generator/actuator in a specific mode [6].  

This method is used as an on-line vibration 
monitoring framework to provide input to a so-
called wide-area damping control (WADC) module, 
and its effectiveness is verified through test cases. 
Compared with other methods, the calculation of the 
IMF is simpler and more accurate. Haes et al. (2019) 
proposed a novel and best UFLS technology based on 
the wide-area measurement system (WAMS).  

The system frequency response (SFR) model is 
identified online based on real-time measurements 
collected by the phasor measurement unit (PMU).  

The SFR model is used to design a new optimal 
multi-stage UFLS scheme, and then a powerful 
evolutionary calculation method is used to solve the 
proposed multi-stage UFLS optimization problem 
[7]. The applicability of the proposed method is 
shown in an actual test system. The effectiveness of 
the optimal multi-stage UFLS scheme is verified by 
several simulations and comparison schemes. 
 

2.2 Related domestic research progress 
 
The phasor measurement unit (PMU) of the wide-

area measurement system (WAMS) is insufficient to 
perform static estimation in most existing power 
systems. To solve the problem, Jin and Shen (2018) 
proposed a hybrid power system weighted least 
squares (WLS) state estimation methods, wide-area 
measurement systems, as well as supervisory 
control and data acquisition (SCADA) technology [8]. 
By combining phasor measurements (including node 
voltage phasors and branch current phasors) and the 
results of traditional state estimators into a post-
processing estimator, a hybrid computing model is 
established. A UPFC/BESS mathematical model of 
the distribution network is established to discuss 
performance evaluation. Based on PMU layout 
optimization and deviation analysis, simulations of 
different situations have proved the accuracy and 
reliability of the proposed method. In addition, 
simulation calculation results show that compared 
with traditional WLS state estimation, this method 
greatly improves the accuracy and stability of the 
state estimation solution. The research of Lu et al. 
(2018) shows that the measurement results of the 
phasor measurement unit (PMU) and wide-area 
measurement system (WAMS) can be used for 
system identification and wide-area damping 
controller design to suppress LFO. This research 
summarizes the identification methods and 
controller design methods for wide-area damping 
control and introduces the basic framework of the 
application of PMU/WAMS results in power system 
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identification and control [9]. In the identification 
section, the output response identification and input-
output identification, the design of the offline 
controller and the design method of the adaptive 
controller are introduced. Fan et al. (2019) built a 
system model that can handle certain functions 
based on a wide area measurement system (WAMS) 
of synchronized data of the phasor measurement 
unit (PMU) and EMS SCADA. Examples include real-
time power system monitoring, oscillation mode 
analysis, accident analysis, and decision-making 
assistance for emergency control [10].  

Through the WAMS technology research method 
in the project, the monitoring, analysis and control 
functions of the power system have changed from 
static to dynamic. WAMS has enhanced data 
integration and real-time analysis functions, which 
can provide dispatchers with high-quality real-time 
dynamic information and decision support 
information. 
 

2.3 Summary of related worldwide research 
 
In summary, according to the worldwide 

research, the battery energy storage system (BESS) 
and the unified power flow controller (UPFC) are 
combined to adapt to the new trend and a stable 
energy system with large power control issues. At 
the same time, balance power and new energy loads 
fluctuate in power, including conventional new 
energy power, load power, and other equipment’s 
power grids, to obtain effective and reasonable use. 
This will be an important development direction for 
large-scale power transmission of new energy 
connected to the grid in the future. Traditional UPFC 
can perform instantaneous active power and 
reactive power control and enhance the 
transmission capacity of the system.  

But the UPFC cannot control the power 
unbalance of the source and the charge. In the grid of 
new energy systems, due to faults or wind farms, 
when wind power fluctuations are disconnected 
from the network, the system will cause huge forces. 
The new energy that causes grid and charge power 
imbalances leads to greater frequency volatility in 
the system.  

The unified power flow controller will not 
respond at this time. The negative impact of the 
stable power supply network of new energy is 
highlighted, and the absorbing ability of new energy 
power cannot be improved. When BESS is installed 
on the DC side of the UPFC, the UPFC/BESS 
imbalance can suppress frequency fluctuations by 
the new fault-adjusted electric power converter’s 
virtual synchronization technology parameter.  

The system’s ability is improved to control 
energy and power access. It ensures the stability of 
the transmission line and the control of transient 
power and improves safety, the economic benefits of 
electricity and energy efficiency. 
 

3. Methodology 
3.1 The power energy system model analysis 
of UPFC/BESS 

 
To solve the fluctuation and intermittent of the 

new energy system, a new energy system 
configuration is obtained to enhance the 
transmission capacity of the UPFC and suppress the 
load fluctuation. The large-power UPFC/BESS is 
shown in Figure 1, which verifies that the 
UPFC/BESS device can effectively improve the 
stability of the area and the power supply capacity of 
the system, providing a theoretical basis and a 
framework structure. 
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Figure 1: Power energy system structure 
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Figure 2: UPFC/BESS equivalent circuit 

 

As shown in Figure 1, sP
 and sQ

 refer to 
photovoltaic power output active and reactive 

power. wP
 and wQ

 refer to wind power output and 

reactive power. gP
 and gQ

 refer to active and 
reactive power produced by conventional energy. 

setP
 and setQ

 refer to active and reactive power 

delivered by branches. rP  and rQ  refer to the active 

and reactive power of load requirements. sU
, rU  

and dcU
 refer to bus S, bus voltage R and voltage on 

DC side. shT
 and seT

 refer to the UPFC/BESS parallel 

side and side of the series transformer. rm  and r  
refer to the VSC1 converter amplitude modulation 

factor and modulation phase angle. im
 and i  refer 

to the VSC2 converter amplitude modulation factor 

and modulation phase angle. In Figure 2, shU
, sh

, 

shS
, shI

, shP
 and shQ

 refer to the equivalent 
parallel voltage amplitude, phase angle, impedance, 

current, active power, and reactive power. seU
, se

, 

seX
, seP

 and seQ
 refer to the equivalent series 

voltage amplitude, phase angle, impedance, active 

power and reactive power. dcP
, dcQ

, E, dcU
, I and r 

refer to active-side DC output active power, reactive 
power, electromotive force, port voltage, current, 
and resistance. 

As shown in Figure 2, from the bus access to the 
new energy system S of the wind power, solar 
energy and conventional power generation of the 
power grid, the power is provided to install the STR 
node T transmission line.  

Then, UPFC/BESS flows to the load side R 
through the control bus and the power system load 
changes. UPFC/BESS accesses the parallel bus of part 
T, and the right part of the serial bus is serially 
connected to the T transmission line.  

The battery energy storage system is connected 

in parallel on the DC side of the UPFC, which are 

connected in parallel by the power switch thyristors 

in the system [11].  

By adjusting the UPFC/BESS control parameter 

converter, the active and reactive power of the STR 

transmission line can be changed quickly. 

UPFC/BESS is equivalent to a controllable current 

source in parallel in the converter, and the series 

converter is equivalent to a controllable voltage 

source.  

The loss and harmonics of this system are 

negligible. It only considers the voltage and current 

components of the frequency.  

The UPFC/BESS circuit of the large grid new 

energy system is shown in Figure 2. 

The transmission line and UPFC/BESS equivalent 
circuit parameters are shown in Figure 2. 
UPFC/BESS impedance of transmission line is 

respectively two components of X  and 1X .  
Additional equivalent impedance transmission 

lines connected in parallel are 2X . By adjusting mr 

and δr, changing shU
 and sh

, UPFC/BESS on the 
parallel side achieve reactive power exchange. By 

adjusting rm
 and r , changing seU

 and se
, series 

side controls power flow. 

R node is selected from the voltage rU
 reference 

vector. The phase angle difference between node 

voltage rU
 and sU

 is set to  . The provided line 

XkX 11  , 
XkX 22  .  

Through UPFC/BESS controllable parameters 

seU
, se

 and system parameters, the sender S can 
be delivered to the top of the R-bus steady-state 
active power during the steady state of the system.  

The derived bus transmission system Pr is shown 
in equation (1). 
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Similarly, the active power shP
 of the UPFC/BESS 

parallel-side power supply shshU 
 exchanged 

with the outside is shown in equation (3). 
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3.2 New energy generation and power load 
model analysis 

 
The output power curve of 24-hour regional new 

energy power generation is shown in Figure 3. The 
wind power and solar power generation 
characteristics and fluctuations with different 
degrees of regularity are seen in the figure. 
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Figure 3: 24-hour power output of power energy 

system 
 

The user’s inherent production and living habits 
cause the 24-hour internal circulation load with the 
low load at night and the high load during the day. 
These changes put forward higher requirements on 
the power supply of the system.  

The energy storage device is a peak-cutting and 
valley-filling device that has been used in the power-
supply-side and load-side effects of typical power 
systems, but rarely used in the power transmission 
field.  

BESS can solve the problem of load fluctuations 
and flexibly adjust performance. It provides the 
solution for loading and updating problems from 06: 
00 to 08: 00, and provides an effective solution to the 
problem of sudden load drop from 20: 00 to 22: 00 
[12].  

For the conventional energy function relationship 

between the power source and load power gP
 and 

load power rP , a new energy system of a large 
power transmission line is required. The power 

generated by wind power is wP
. sP

 is solar power. 

 swrg PPPP 
     (4) 

According to Figure 3 and equation (4), the 
conventional energy transmission line and energy 

power gP
required for the 24-hour area load power 

can be obtained. It is shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4: Diagram of conventional energy load and 

power requirements 
 

Through the calculation and data analysis, the 
mathematical model and power load are obtained.  

Fourier’s load rP  mathematical model is shown 
in equation (5). 
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Where: 
 7,,1,0 iai , 

 7,,1,0 jb j  and 
w are Fourier coefficient. The details are shown in 
Table 1. 
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Table 1.  Load Fourier coefficient 
Coefficient Value Coefficient Value 

ao 28.97000 w 0.2591 

a1 -2.59900 b1 -2.7890 

a2 -0.38100 b2 -3.0399 

a3 -0.45950 b3 0.6010 

a4 -0.47960 b4 0.5007 

a5 0.03300 b5 -0.4040 

a6 0.14400 b6 -0.1401 

a7 -0.21010 b7 0.3032 

 
 

3.3 Power Load Control Strategy in 
UPFC/BESS 

From equation (4), the required active power gP
 

of the conventional energy load transmission line 
energy subtracting the new energy, determines the 
capacity of the conventional energy unit, the reserve 
capacity, and the output electric power of the stable 

area value. Therefore, reducing peaks gP
 can 

improve the stability of the power system, reduce 
major economic drivers, and increase investment 
and operations [13]. By setting the prediction of the 
peak balance control of the power transmission line, 
the statistical threshold UPFC/BESS charging and 
discharging is shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5: UPFC/BESS charge and discharge threshold 

control curve 
 

gP
 represents two power demand cycles. In 

Figure 5, solid line arrow rises, and dotted line arrow 

plummets at gP
. These “rise” and “plummet” power 

requires regular power to bring pressure regulation. 
UPFC/BESS can flexibly adjust its disconnected 
thyristor to realize power exchange with 

transmission line and gP
 peak-valley phenomenon 

while reducing steep power change in the 
transmission grid. 

 

4.  Result and Discussion 
4.1 The impact of the new energy power on 
the frequency 

 
The operating characteristics of new energy 

power are different from conventional power 
sources. Large-scale access has a great impact on the 
safety and stability of the power system. It mainly 
manifests as the smaller equivalent moment of 
inertia, insufficient primary frequency regulation 
ability, limited voltage regulation ability, weakened 
frequency and voltage withstand ability. Due to the 
“effective” size of the power system’s moment of 
inertia, the frequency adjustment unit, and the 
frequency-related load, the frequency of the power 
system adjusting the large-scale new energy and 
power will have a serious impact on the system. Also, 
system frequency adjustment and voltage stability 
will be implicated. 

New energy power has fluctuations and 
intermittent characteristics, which leads to an 
increase in the peak-to-valley difference of the 
equivalent load, an increase in the demand for peak 
regulation capability, and an insufficient peak 
regulation capability, as shown in Figure 6. Affected 
by factors such as excess installed power supply, 
delayed transmission channels, and insufficient peak 
regulation capacity, the ability of local power grids to 
accept new energy has exceeded its limit. At the 
same time, the randomness and fluctuation of the 
output power of new energy have resulted in a large 
range of active and reactive power flows, high speed, 
and obvious voltage fluctuations [14]. When a new 
energy power plant goes offline due to a fault, due to 
the light line load and untimely reactive power 
compensation, it will cause an overvoltage 
protection action. Also, it is likely to cause a large-
scale new energy power chain to go offline, causing 
secondary effects of the fault. For regional power 
grids where wind power accounts for 20%, in the 
case of wind power chain failure, a 0.1s off-grid 
reclosing will cause large fluctuations in the system 
frequency. A long-term off-grid will easily cause the 
system to collapse and disconnect, as shown in 
Figure 7. 
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Figure: 6 Comparison of peak and off-grid results of 

the power energy system 
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Figure: 7 Impact of wind farm fault off-grid on power 

energy system frequency 
 
The grid-connected digestion and absorption of 

the fluctuation and intermittent new energy power 
need to be solved.  

The virtual moment of inertia and damping of the 
new energy power access system need to be 
increased.  

The equivalent primary frequency regulation 
ability needs to be increased. The real-time dynamic 
reactive/voltage control needs to be provided.  

The frequency fluctuations and power changes of 
sources and charges need to be dealt with.  

Therefore, this paper proposes a new frequency 
virtual synchronous generator control solution 
based on UPFC/BESS. 
 

4.2 The analysis of UPFC/BESS virtual 
synchronous generator model results 

 

Grid-connected inverters usually use 

conventional current-mode control strategy in 

decoupled rotating coordinate systems.  

The strategy can make the distributed generation 

DC power source to maximize the power 

transmission to the grid, but the grid cannot make 

the strategy have the damping performance of the 

rotating inertia inverter.  

The droop control property is similar to the main 

frequency synchronous generator. It is not needed in 

the case of a distributed grid between the inverters 

and depends on the droop characteristics to 

distribute the load correspondingly, as shown in 

Table 2. 
 

Table 2 Steady-state power data for the power energy system 
State Total 

power/MW 
Load/MW Wind 

power/MW 
Photovoltaic 

/MW 
Thermal 

power/MW 
UPFC/BESS/MW 

Pre-fault 5300 5300 700 400 4200 0 
Post-fault 4800 5300 500 400 4200 500 

 
Synchronous generators in the power grid have 

large inertia and damping.  
When the system load suddenly increases or 

decreases, the frequency change is relatively slow.  
When the new steady-state value is reached 

through the speed control, the whole process usually 
takes several seconds to tens of seconds [15].  

In new energy power systems, due to low inertia 
and high penetration of wind and solar power, when 
the system load suddenly increases or decreases, the 
frequency of the system will cause rapid changes.  

Also, the magnitude of the change will be 
detrimental to the safe operation and supervision of 
the power system [16].  

At the same time, the response speed of power 
electronic devices is usually tens of milliseconds, far 
exceeding the mechanical response speed of 
synchronous generators.  

The research of the corresponding design of the 
model’s synchronous generator and virtual 
synchronous control strategy will significantly 
improve the grid’s ability to respond to the source of 
new energy systems and change source and load 
changes. 
 

4.3 The analysis of UPFC/BESS frequency 
virtual synchronous generator control 
simulation 

 
Droop control, virtual inertia, and damping control 

systems can reduce frequency fluctuations, but still 
cannot get the system frequency back to normal 
levels, as shown in Table 1.  

This control method allows the verification 
system frequency to be 50Hz to restore normal levels, 
as shown in the simulation results of Figure 9. 
 
Table 3 Battery energy storage system parameters 

Parameters Value/Ah Parameters Value/V Parameters Value 

Q
 

913.3 
fullE

 
45000 A  5000 

expQ
 

171.7 
expE

 
38100 B  0.020 

nomQ
 

688.7 
nomE

 
35800 

sK
 

8.987 
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Figure: 8 Simulation of frequency virtual synchronous generator control 

 for new energy system in large power grid 
 

From Figure 8, when a sudden change in new 
energy electric power occurs in the power system, 
the droop control system frequency and rated 
frequency deviation remain 0.3Hz. However, the 
secondary virtual synchronous generator control 
system can improve and maintain system frequency 
to 50Hz in about 6 seconds of fault. The frequency of 
generator control assisted virtual synchronization is 
increased and maintained. The frequency change 
extreme value △f4 is much smaller than △f1. The 
change time of the frequency ratio of the extreme 
value △t4 is much smaller than △t1. 
 

5.  Conclusions 
 

With the rapid increase of new energy and grid 
capacity, clean energy is injected into the grid and its 
inherent fluctuation, intermittentness, low inertia, 
and other characteristics also adversely affect the 
grid. UPFC/BESS equipment and new energy 
consumption provide new opportunities. Studying the 
flexible tracking control strategy and frequency 
virtual synchronization control strategy of 
UPFC/BESS power fluctuations can solve the power 
fluctuations and sudden changes of new energy 
systems in large power grids with high permeability. 
It has a very important theoretical and practical 
significance. A mathematical model UPFC/BESS is 
constructed to access a new larger power energy 
system. The output power balance equations of UPFC 
and BESS are derived to study the load characteristics 
of the 24-hour new energy Fourier model. Based on 
WAMS, the control strategy for flexible tracking of 
UPFC/BESS power fluctuations, mid-to-long term, 
steep rise, and steep drop is designed. Large grid new 
energy system simulation results show that 

UPFC/BESS can suppress system power fluctuations 
based on a flexible output active power and reactive 
power control strategy in large power grid systems. 
Also, it promotes the full consumption of the source, 
grid, load power balance as well as the full digestion 
and absorption of new energy power, improving the 
stability area of the system. 

This paper studies the process of the stability 
control of UPFC/BESS access to large energy grid 
new energy systems. From the perspective of the 
main power supply balance of the entire power 
system control, the emphasis is expressed as the 
active stability control system and frequency.  

Therefore, it is also necessary to focus on multi-
angle, multi-analysis and research of UPFC/BESS. 
Based on the UPFC / BESS virtual synchronous 
generator control technology, it can achieve variable 
inertia and variable damping control according to the 
operating conditions of the system. It will 
significantly increase the operating range and 
flexibility of virtual synchronous generator control, 
and the design can be further explored. 
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